Public Criminology: The Death Penalty in Trinidad News

By Biko Agozino

You may be interested in reading the press release from New York University about a paper that David Greenberg and Biko Agozino published in the British Journal of Criminology. The fun lies in scrolling to the bottom to read the comments of the readers and feel free to leave your own comments:

Here, Amnesty International twitted the Press Release while some readers disagree: http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/586082/?sc=rsln

The link below shows an award-winning Sky News crime journalist playing word games with the Press Release:

http://blogs.news.sky.com/lifeofcrime/Post:0c58a977-13a6-4bd3-93bb-d31b43735f7b

And the New Pharaohs (the people of Trinidad and Tobago) have their hearts hardened by the Almighty Law:


Here, the opinions of a supporter of the death penalty attracted opposing views:


This one is yet to attract comments:

What do you think?

You can also leave a comment on my www.massliteracy.blogspot.com blog site and or on the other online sites or send a letter to the editor of AJCJS if you prefer.